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About This Game

Golden Dungeons - is a simple hardcore platformer game, the goal to get out of the cave.

The game may seem simple, but some levels so hard, and you need a lot of free time to pass it's.
It will bring a challenge to your skill, reaction, and adaptability. Sometimes the levels will not seem to be passable, but we have

always way out ...

Features:

 Simple controls

 Pleasant music.

 Over 25+ levels.
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 Secrets and bonus levels.

 Hardcore gameplay.

 More than 3 hours of gameplay

Nothing superfluous, enjoy the game!
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Title: Golden Dungeons
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
AFBIK Studio
Publisher:
AFBIK Studio
Release Date: 3 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7,8,10

Processor: 2.0 GHz CPU Dual Core

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 250 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Hungarian,Greek,Danish,Traditional Chinese,Simplified
Chinese,Korean,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Thai,Turkish,Ukrainian,Finnish,Cz
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persona 4 golden dungeons guide. golden pickaxe dungeons 3. golden dungeons. golden dungeons steam. gumballs and dungeons
golden titan trial. gumballs and dungeons golden pot. gumballs and dungeons golden titan. persona 4 golden all dungeons. golden
sun optional dungeons. p4 golden dungeons. golden dragon dungeons and dragons. persona 4 golden random dungeons. persona
4 golden dungeons. golden dungeons pxg. golden sun dungeons. gumballs and dungeons golden lamp oil. persona 4 golden
dungeons list

This game does a good job of building a fairly convincing and fantastical mansion. It has options for teleportation, blinking
forward, and smooth locomotion. Despite having rooms full of physics objects, performance stays generally solid. What it does
not do a good job of is having compelling gameplay. It's fairly common for dialog audio to hitch as it plays. For me, this is very
much an exercise in slogging through gameplay to get the next story bit.

I haven't gotten to the end of this thing, but so far the main gameplay mechanic is shining a flashlight around a room to find and
pick up objects in order to stick them in specific places on the floors, walls, and ceiling. There's also a mechanic where one is
expected to shine the flashlight over each item in an area in order to determine if they interact with it. It's not great. One can
summon hints or directions for the next step at will, and one time I'm pretty sure there was no introduction to a new mechanic,
and they leaned on the hint system to explain it and act as though I had seen it before. (I'm referring to gears here.). Put a few
hours in. Good game.. This game acts as best starting point for survival game. Other survival games takes long time to finish a
game, but in this game, games are short and very fun. There are frequent big yet kill able enemies rather than lot of small
enemies, giving the feeling of accomplishment surviving each night.
The music is fitting, art looks great. Everything tied into each other really well.
It's an amazing game.. Fun little game! Wish it was longer.. I liked this one. Standard HOG with puzzles. Decent storyline. They
tried some low quality FMV for the actors. It works. Um. Theres coins to collect to buy stuff for a penquin in a igloo. I don't
know. Didn't find them all. It does have a map which is always nice. I'm going to recomend this one. Maybe wait for a sale,
maybe not. Worth buying at any rate.. Alright let me get the good out of the way because ther's a lot to talk about:

First, the gameplay, two thumbs up for me. I found that if you're dying over and over again, there's somthing you're not doing
right, you need ALL the ablilities and firepower you can get, unlike a lot of games where it kinda just remains unused until a
hard boss fight where you go "oh that's right i had THIS power". You need everything you can to survie, and it shows a lot of
thought and testing went into it.

Second, the horde mode i found to be fun. Not the best one i've ever played, but fun. Enjoyable, play the story missions up to
the last one before horde mode otherwise you won't know what you're doing.

Lastly, the boss fights, i loved them. They really do make you use everything you've learnt up to that point to just try to stay
alive, and if you want to beat it, you're gonna need to figure out a way. It's so satisfying to beat them however, unlike a lot of
games where the boss is a bullet sponge and can't really hurt you unless you're in the way of it's one
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t attack.

BUT if I had one MAJOR complaint about this game (and I do) it's this: what seems to be the last level is absolute garbage and
it made me not want to play the game ever again.

Now, I'll block out the spoiler, up to you if you want to read it, but if you don't want anything spoiled let me just say this: the
last level wasn't "too difficult" I went into it wanting a really meaty challenge, but that isn't what the last level is, instead, it's just
trolling the player.

 so for the last level (from what i could tell i couldn't get past it) all of your abilities and powers except for a shield are taken
away. Instead it turns into a survival horror maze game where you have to get a bunch of glowy balls to put into a big glowy ball
in the center of the maze. You start in the center, and have to explore the surrounding maze to find the glowy balls. In the maze
are insta-death monsters who screech really loudly and are essentially a jumpscare death. You have a flashlight to see the
monsters ahead of you, because otherwise you can only see a small radius around you, but they can also see the flashlight and
will chase you. Also they're much faster, so it isn't as much of a chase as it is a split second telling you that you
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed up. It wasn't hard, it was frustrating and just plain not fun. I hate games who's end challenge is a
different set of gameplay from the rest of the game. And I hate mazes, and I hate insta-death, super fast enemies, and I hate
fetch quests, so the last level is all of that rolled together. Oh, and you have to gather 5 balls without one
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665-up, if you do, you start all over.
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All in all, really fun, worth the buy, last level can suck on a hairy, sweaty, smegma covered nutsack.. Oh well, yes I'm surely old
enough to remember the NES 80s. But it's nothing like in the good old days. Controls are klunky and no possibility to alter
anything, keybinding, resolutions, nothing. I'd rather fetch my old NES from the garage than keep on playing this crap. Maybe
3/10. Best part of the whole deal, that I got with 87% discount: the steam cards.. doesnt work a shame it doesnt :(
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KennyS :) best awp player on cs go. So it's just me, or this game isn't playable at all right now. Getting to the main menu is all
she wrote. Keyboard isn't recognized.. It's like one of my Japanese animes. I'm sad that I have to say no to recommending this
game. I am 23 hours in and I have tried damn near everything to try to get my tower to over 4,000 visitors to be able to build
over 75. However, despite my best efforts, it seems that I can only get up to ~3100.

Finishing the orders on the side become difficult as my tower is just out of space. This game kicks sim
tower's\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but I don't know how many tenants are in each office or each condo so I'm not even
sure how to approach continuing or getting my tower up to the that number.

I've also tried deleting utilities that are no longer necessary (like bathrooms and medical centers that have now overlapped
duplicates of the same) and now my tower is telling me there is no medical center when there is a medical center next door to
some apartments.

Please developers of the game:

1. Give a number of how many tenants in each size office\/condo in the description (ie: Small office provides 4 visitors, small
apartment provides 2 tenants)
2. Fix why my condo is asking for a medical center when there is one next door to it.
3. Attractions seem to not attract as much attention as they are described to.
4. Generally, it always seems "too loud" anywhere in the tower no matter what I try. Sound barriers work, but with my limited
tower space it seems impossible to find a happy medium.
5. Movie theaters are really loud. Provide better sound protection options for floors above and below all attractions.
6. Maybe add an adviser to help point out problems in the tower and explain what can be done to fix it.

Pros: 1. elevator system is painless compared to sim tower which was damn near impossible. You just don't add extra elevators
to a shaft like in sim tower
2. elevators seem to be unlimited with no floor limit (thank god)
3. The spread of showing how much ground a utility covers is huge.

Please do better, I'd like to complete this game but sadly I'm going to have to put it down and go back to drowning my life in
Civ VI until you do.
. This is the best game I have ever played. The ultra realism makes this game just so much better than all the other hunting sims
on the market. I almost forgot I was playing a hunting sim, and found myself often looking for places to display my trophies.
The voice acting is a 10/10 and the story is amazing.. If you're looking for a game that has racing involved, multiplayer and the
same feel as Golf With Your Friends, then this game is perfectly for you

10+. The songs are good
The game is good
The enemies are hard even on normal
So yeah its a pretty challenging game but fun to play
. I wanna give this game a neutral rating (rather than positive or negative) but as of the time of writing this review, it's forcing
me to give an up/down recommendation.

Anyhow, TL;DR: this game would be a lot more fun if it weren't for its overdone horizontal momentum effects.

EDIT: I've gotten to what I think is the last world of the game (world 6) and 6-1 has other forms of punishing difficulty. I
enjoyed the earlier levels, thanks to their whimsical atmosphere, but the game doesn't feel fun anymore.

Basically, this is a platformer wherein every level you get to take powerups from enemies based on the abilities they use, and use
them to your advantage. This includes attack abilities (e.g. a fireball), movement abilities (e.g. jump higher and fall slowly), and
accessory abilities (e.g. a light, for dark places). You can have up to two of these powerups with one active at any time.

This is a really neat idea, honestly. Trying out the different abilities, and playing through the levels using them, is actually a lot
of fun. Or it would be...
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...if not for the fact that its implementation leaves something to be desired:

Horizontal momentum effects make the movement feel less responsive than I'd like it to be. This goes doubly so in the
ice area, of course, but even outside it, I don't feel I have a very precise control of Tobari's positioning. (I wanna call the
movement "floaty", but honestly, the jump being floaty is not the problem, it's the horizontal momentum.)

The difficulty isn't entertaining; it's just frustrating and tedious. With just 3 hit points, the player is afforded only two
mistakes before being forced to repeat a level or section thereof, and these aren't just quick one-screen affairs of the sort
that you might find in Meat Boy or other games reputed for their difficulty. These can be complex things that take a
whole minute or two to get through. In some levels you can expand your HP pool to 6, but this gets reset when the level
is over.

Actually, you lose all the magic medals you picked up, at the end of every stage. They just get turned into a miniature
slot-machine-like prize pool, where you can get one-ups or extra coins for example, but that's not as useful. This by itself
wouldn't be a problem, except...

Not having the right spell can mean a turning a mildly annoying situation into an extremely frustrating one. The boss of
stage 4-7 is an example: You can steal a few abilities from her, but none of them are particularly useful, with the best
one being throwing rocks in a parabolic path starting at a horizontal speed that varies with your own momentum, and
needless to say it's rather awkward to use. One of the best abilities to use against her is the ground-hugging spark, but
that requires getting it in the beginning of the level and then not dying in either the tedious second section of the level or
the hectic autoscroller third section (both of which have instant death pits) -- both of which have checkpoints before
them, as does the boss. If you happen to take any of those checkpoints, this means you might start off with far worse
abilities, or even none at all, going into the bossfight. So ironically you might be better off NOT using the checkpoints.

This one stage was horribly annoying, but other stages also have similar annoyances, albeit to lesser degrees.

Aside from these criticisms, I have no others. The game runs smoothly without bugs, the controls are decent and reconfigurable,
the music is generally pleasant (though not necessarily particularly memorable), the graphics are clear, and the script/story
makes sense and uses proper grammar, and so on.

If the gameplay weren't so frustrating, I would love to explore the stages for the alternate exits. But it's just that after playing it I
feel burnt out on the gameplay, particularly the movement. If the movement weren't as annoying, trying out the spells and
playing with them would be so much more fun.

(Disclosure: I bought this game discounted on Steam.)
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